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Sirocco  and  VacuBerm   are quality products manufactured by…  

 

Cleaning System Specialists, Inc. dba Pressurewasher.net 

 

call   800-400-CLEAN (2532)    www.PressureWasher.net 

 

 

The Sirocco™  SGV series vacuums are the most  affordable, effective, multi-function vacuum 
systems on the market.  Whether you’re cleaning tile floors, parking garages,  or reclaiming 

 wash water from a fleet wash, the SGV gas engine vacuums perform the job quickly and efficiently. 
…it’s all about work-speed…  for the best  possible  profitability !    Here, we  add   portability ! 

 
  Waste Recovery Tanks are  D.O.T. approved “waste-hauling 

drums”, sand-blasted,  rust  protected and powder-coated  to 

maintain abuseability, and  good looks for years. Snap-lock lid  and 
beefy handles  are as sweet as the extra heavy duty tank  adapters. 

Super powerful, Tuthill Industrial 
vacuums create industrial strength 
suction to quickly vacuum all surfaces.  

 

 

MODEL HG LIFT” CFM HP 

SGV 3- 7rsP* 12” 200 7 hp 

SGV 3- 9rsP* 14” 230 9 hp 

SGV 3-13.5rsP* 14” 275 13.5 hp 

SGV 3-16esP 16” 350 16  hp 

    

SGVE 3-23esP 16” 350  23  hp 

SGVE 3-28esEFI 16” 400 28hp EFI 
 

SGVE  version has 3kw Generator ! 
 

Larger versions are now available. 
Call for more info !! 

* Electric start is optional  on   7 to 14 hp units 

Diesel  or  Jet fuel  engine  versions  also available ! 

 

 

Ultra quiet and dependable  Vanguard  or  Subaru 

motors provide years of reliable service. 
Electric start is optional on 7  to 13hp versions, 
standard on 16hp and larger. 

Triple step powder-coated frame… 
 it  will be easier to maintain,  and 
 will look nice for 10 to 20 years !!! 

SGV vertical  Portable version  Gas  engine vacuum systems 

 

Please READ THIS…          About the CFM rating…  

The reason we don’t cut corners on Hp per CFM’s… 
The extra HP delivers the cfm’s through a longer 2” hose 

Any of the systems at the right can collapse a 55gl drum ! 
This is why we use 30gl XHD waste-hauling drums, and  

our  13hp vac  can  out-perform  most  35hp carpet systems ! 
With our equipment, EVERY demo is a compelling demo ! 

The patented VacuBerm is inexpensive, 

lightweight and very durable.  It even  

picks up water on rough surfaces. 

Auto-pump-out in each tank is capable of 
up to 30 gpm against the vacuum ! 

and each tank has dual inlets ! 

Our latest addition.. 
 is the hi-temp hoses on the vacuuming 
surface cleaner for use with water over 
200 degrees F.  

Distributed By: 

For  Wet Vacuuming..          

and the debris collected in  
wet- cleaning applications.. 

 

NOT for flammables 
 or combustibles… 

Call with any question.  
 

NOT For use around 
children… nor adults 
which act like children. 


